Opening Shots

By Caleb Madison

ACROSS
1. Mocks
6. Record holder?
12. "You flatter me!"
18. 2004 John Lee Hancock film starring Dennis Quaid, with 41-Across
19. Actor who played Bowman in Kubrick's "2001: A Space Odyssey"
20. Wrecks, as a car
21. *Like Groucho, often
23. Swashbucklers' weapon
24. Eyelid woe
25. Laurence Fishburne character in a 1993 Brian Gibson film
26. 2001 Michael Mann biopic
28. "Sorry to say..."
29. Ladies in La Punta:
31. *L-shaped tool
35. "Silent Spring" subj.
37. ___ Pieces
40. It might be financial
41. Article in every newspaper
42. *English horn, for one
46. C+, for one
47. Muppet with a ticklish doll
49. Title character in a 1950 Joseph L. Mankiewicz film
50. Slaughter of baseball
51. Brian Westbrook, for one
52. Relief org.
55. Register
57. *Southern tourist site with a Confederate bas-relief
61. Beatles ballad on side two of "The White Album"
63. 1978 Sidney Lumet musical, with 41-Across
64. Swears
68. It's raised by the rowdy
69. One-time part of Bennifer, slangily
70. Cross character
72. Nimble
73. Mil. authority
74. *Supporter of the arts since 1936
78. Cavi's, on a scoreboard
79. Stale, as a joke
80. Miller alternative
81. "Fame" setting, briefly
82. *Low-fat frozen-food option
86. Relief org.
88. Member of a swarm, perhaps
89. Canal site
90. Valuable deposit
91. "Cocoon" director
92. Pay attention to
95. Cup holder, perhaps?
97. Award won by the beginnings of the starred clues
101. "___ Empire," 2006 David Lynch film
102. Hardened
103. Journalist Alexander
104. Folk singer called "The Voice of the Civil Rights Movement"
105. Modify
106. Girl in "Uncle Tom's Cabin"

DOWN
1. The highest-grossing box-office film before "Star Wars"
2. Landed
3. Auditorium setups
4. Oman top dog: Var.
5. Grp.
7. Time keeper, once?
8. Caribou kin
9. Horror director Roth
10. Buyable
11. Brian Westbrook, for one
12. Tiebreakers, for short
13. "Cocoon" director
14. Lifted
15. 1994 winner of the Palme d'Or
16. 2003 comedy directed by Todd Phillips
17. Ltr. additions
22. Like the undead
27. Wacky
30. Jeremy's "Entourage" character
31. Space prefix
33. Comedian's asset
34. Farm females
35. First name in an 1857 court case
36. Katz's ___, locale for a famous scene in a 1989 Rob Reiner film
38. City in North Rhine-Westphalia
39. Orchestra sect.
43. Whacks
44. Course guide?
45. Longtime Seth Rogen collaborator Goldberg
50. Actor Borghnine of John Sturges' "Ice Station Zebra"
52. 2006 drama starring rapper T.I.
54. Cartoonist Chast
55. "Mangial!"
56. Little beef
58. Pitcher with a big mouth
59. Pay attention to
60. Razz
61. 2007 remake of Boris Sagal's "Omega Man"
62. Panoramic lens type
65. "Big Bottom" hard rock band in a 1984 comedy
66. 2004 Wolfgang Petersen film featuring Paris
67. Harmony
68. LXX multiple
69. "Home for the Holidays" director Foster
70. Volume with large volume
74. Swine ___
75. 1996 Tony Scott thriller, with "the"
76. Put off
77. Skein contents
79. Many a slice of pizza
83. Harass
84. Duel tool
85. Five-time Academy Award nominee Dunne
86. Like Stallone
90. Neruda works
91. Coney Island attraction
93. Ages and ages
94. See through?
95. Back-of-the-book blurb, often
96. Food packaging: Abbr.
98. Patriot, e.g.: Abbr.
99. One more than di-100. Is, in the forum